








HIE is seeking to protect Vertical Launches from 
the UK's first Spaceport.  Protection will be 
required from surface up to 66,000 ft and will 
be required prior to each launch and for a 
period after launch on an occasional basis.  It is 
envisaged that an appropriate volume of 
airspace will be required to ensure that civil 
flying activities are separated from launch 
activity, and that all aviation activities can 
continue safely.

Statement of Need 





• UK Space Policy to encourage and support small Launch from 
the UK 

• Sovereign launch seen to help deliver Industrial Strategy

• Space Bill primary legislation passed second reading and 
Queen’s assent. 

• Secondary legislation expected to delivery regulatory 
framework in 2020

• Interest and positive engagement with Scottish Government

Government Approach





Plans do not include:

• Horizontal launch capability

• Manned space travel

Vertical launch site will 
include capability for:

• Transport and preparation of 
launch vehicles

• Cargo: payload for spacecraft

• Fuels and associated services

• Other generic infrastructure for 
use as multi-use site.

What is a Spaceport?







• Employment and talent attraction for North Sutherland

• Opportunity to sustain the reputation of the North 
Highlands as a centre for science and technology

• Excellent fit to provide new jobs when Dounreay will reduce

• Still risks to project completing

• Long term prize but limited window of opportunity

• Support the diversification of local economies into other 
sectors – reducing the reliance of communities on nuclear 
sites for employment

Summary to Project Overview











Indication of Level/Scaling of ACP

• Uncertainty surrounding the scale of this ACP.  The business 
model suggests that a permanent change to the UK AIP 
may not be applicable.  
– Trajectories are likely to be different for each launch.  

– Airspace will be closed for ‘hours’, not days to cover proposed launch 
times.

– May be a small area common to each launch which could be activated 
temporarily to support launches. 

• CAP 1616 Stage 1: Completed
– Statement of Need

• Could this be considered as an Unusual Aerial 
Activity?









Unusual Aerial Activity

• US FAA treats launches as Unusual Aerial Activities.
– Each planned launch has a period whereby ATC is restricted for a 

specific period of time (by a RAT)

– Each launch will have a ‘scrub’ day booked to accommodate a delayed 
launch.

• As soon as activity is finished, range control contacts DoD 
and airspace is re-opened. 

• Each launch trajectory may be different.

• Volume of airspace required is large – but will vary 
according to the weight of the load.

• May affect other national FIRs. 



Indication of Level/Scaling of ACP

• Stage 4: Proposal Submission

• Evidence of ability to meet the prescribed AIRAC date will 
be included. 

• Submit to airspace@caa.co.uk

• DECIDE Gateway



Provisional Timescales

• Stage 1: DEFINE Gateway:  30 August 2019

• Stage 2: DEVELOP AND ASSESS: Gateway: 25 October 
2019

• Stage 3 Consult: Gateway: 31 January 2020
– Consultation Preparation and Approval

• Aim to start Consultation by 10 Feb 2020; finish by mid 
May 2020

• Stage 4 Submission: Depends on results of consultation 
and design modifications required.  
– Aim to submit NLT end July 2020 if full 12 weeks

• Stage 5 Decision: ideally by end of 2020 

• Target AIRAC cycle:
– Desired: 02/2021 (deadline 27/11/20 – effective 25/02/21)

– Latest: 05/2021 (deadline 19/02/21 – effective 20/05/21)



Next Steps

• CAA to notify if CAP 1616 is applicable or if launches to be 
handled as Unusual Aerial Activity.

• Identification of stakeholders – and development of current 
engagement programme – establishment of Focus Groups

• Options Development.

• Options Appraisal – confirmation required from CAA of 
environmental assessments. 

• Preparation for Consultation.

• Consultation with Stakeholders: aviation, residents, marine.

• Assuming consultation will be accepted, parallel 
development of Stage 4 to enable submission to CAA NLT 
July 2020.




